Whether you want sleek, clean looks or graceful curves and nail-head trim, you’ll find it in Latitudes®. Some designs feature hand-carved wood trim. Colors range from soft neutrals to bold and deep tones.

The Latitudes Collection is crafted using beautiful, natural leather which is enhanced and softened using the latest technology. Each hide is hand-finished, hand-rubbed, or hand-wiped, adding distinctive character. A protective topcoat adds durability.

**Hand-Crafted Leather**
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Hand-Crafted Leather
The Latitudes® Collection features the DualFlex® Spring System that sets the standard for comfort. This spring system pairs our famous Blue Ribbon Seat Spring with resilient helical coils into a durable steel frame. And, because it is Flexsteel®, both the wood frame and DualFlex Spring System are guaranteed for life.

Quality construction is the Flexsteel furniture standard. The Latitudes Collection is beautifully designed in the inside as well as the outside. Frames are constructed from sturdy, precision-engineered wood with heavy-duty glued corner blocks. Tailored seats, designed for exceptional comfort are composed of a high-resiliency, high-density polyurethane foam core, wrapped in layers of soft polyester fibers.
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Lifetime Warranties

Quality Construction
The Latitudes® Collection by Flexsteel® is a combination of styling, beauty and comfort. Featuring sofas, club chairs, sectionals and recliners—all with strong design lines, exquisite tailoring, rich leather, and, supporting it all, an innovative spring system. You could search the world over for that perfect balance of style and craftsmanship, but at your journey’s end, you’ll find the comforts of the Latitudes Collection.

No two leather hides are exactly alike, because each has a different history. Many factors affect the look and texture of a leather hide, from climate, age and heredity, to ranching methods. Premium leather hides used for upholstering furniture exhibit slightly non-uniform surface qualities, depending on the area of the hide from which they were cut. Pigment-dyed leathers are buffed and embossed to obscure these natural texture characteristics. Variations in texture are not flaws, and will not affect leather durability.
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The Hallmarks Of Premium Leather

Putting Comfort And Quality On The Map
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